Room Refreshers

HOUSEKEEPING
PRESOAK

CREATE LASTING IMPRESSIONS

Room Refreshers


 higher level of freshness for a higher quality stay.
A
Neutralizes odors while providing a pleasant, subtle,
clean scent.



 igher standards for happier guests.
H
Room smell is an important driver of guest satisfaction
can improve your bottom line.



consistent clean for exceptional results.
A
Concentrated formula, exceeding industry standards
for fragrance materials, is dispensed through Oasis or
Oasis Pro systems into a spray-and-go solution.

Room odor consistently
ranks in the top five most
frequent guest complaints*
* Source: Forbes, 2012

Turn a simple stay into a

refreshing

getaway

with the smell

of clean.

Room Refreshers from Ecolab

CREATE LASTING IMPRESSIONS
When it comes to creating positive experiences for your guests, success is in the details. There's more to
ambiance than meets the eye. Make a lasting impression that will keep your guests coming back with inviting,
fresh, odor-free guest rooms.

Relaxing Spa
An appealing aroma of dewy floras wrapped in highlights of
fresh fruit and wild herbal greens enhanced by sun-warmed
tropical musk.
6100828 (2.5 gal)
6100829 (2/2L)

Lavender Paradise
Herbaceous lavender enhanced with a trace of fresh geranium,
bright fir needle and natural eucalyptus.
6100143 (2.5 gal)
6100137 (2/2L)

Laundry Fresh
Sun-dried linen illuminated by fresh floral accents and a
breezy touch of clean white musk.
6100142 (2.5 gal)
6100136 (2/2L)

Clean Escape
A nurturing combination of clear crystal waters infused with
the essence of fresh aloe, calming black tea leaf, warm musk,
and a touch of sparkling bergamot.
6100830 (2.5 gal)
6100831 (2/2L)

Morning Breeze
Fresh aloe infused with a touch of garden herbs and crisp
green apples with a zesty splash of citrus.
6100141 (2.5 gal)
6100135 (2/2L)
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